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Common answers 




Temperature is in the right range (combination of Sun luminosity and 
distance from the Sun) 

There is enough water 

There is enough of each element needed to build up living organsims 
(C,N,...) 

Intelligent design (creationists)

Is it all? 
NO 

There is one very important thermodynamical 
condition.... 





Entropy decreases on Earth
If it was an isolated system, this would contradict the second law. 




But Earth is not an isolated system! So the question whether entropy 
increases, stay constant, or decreases, is not obvious 





Energy balance 
The Earth can be well approximated by a 

a black body. In stationary state, the 
power flux from the Sun is equal to the 

radiated power

Earth

n



Entropy balance
First (wrong) estimation

The Earth is not an equilibrated system. Some parts of 
it have kinetic energy, there are gradients of temperature, 

velocity etc. It is not obvious that the internal energy is 
constant in time and we must consider then local densities 

and fluxes, like in hydrodynamics.



Second (less wrong) estimation
Let us consider the electromagnetic radiation flux as heat 
flux. Thus, the entropy flux from the Sun "thermostat" is 

much lower than the outward entropy flux from Earth 
"thermostat")



This is wrong  because light has pressure besides 
 energy, thus the entropy flux cannot be calculated like that. 

The above result is wrong only by a factor 1.333 
(see later calculation, for physicists) 


It does not take into account dissipation within Earth, 

which implies entropy production. Yet, there is evidence that this is  
less than net negative entropy flux.



ordered motion from sunlight
Winds, streams, water raising (ordered motion) 

Photovoltaic cells (high frequency photons w.r.t. IR) 

Chemical reactions induced by light (negative entropy 
storing)



Negative entropy (information) storage



No negative entropy balance 
no life

Adding an entropic principle to 
the anthropic principle

?



Not a new finding...



Part of this steady  negative entropy flow  is spent into  
creation of more complex and ordered organisms and allows 

evolution



Entropy on Earth steadily decreases 

Even if entropy stopped decreasing , evolution would 
proceed, but competition for vegetal food would be 
much tougher and, as a result, the number of highly 
evolved beings would drastically drop

The creationists argument is wrong because



How much information is needed?
For an unrealistic evolution 
speed (1/1000 probability 

 every 100 years) of all living 
eukaryotes and prokaryotes 

the amount of needed 
information is way less the actual 

neg-entropy flow



Things can only get better?

Not always: evolution is a random process



Entropy flux calculation

Extension of well known Boltzmann formula in kinetic theory



Sun

n

at the Sun surface



What then?

Entropy flux decreases as 1/r2 just like energy flux



Earth entropy balance

n

Most of the negative entropy flow at the surface is balanced by 
entropy production within Earth through dissipation, but a fraction 

of it is stored thanks to chemical reactions induced by sunlight  



Reflections  
(for physicists)

The entropy current exists in the space between Sun and Earth even 
though photons are not at all in local thermodynamical equilibrium 

Entropy current does not have a definition based on 
local quantum fields, unlike stress-energy tensor and currents.  

Can this definitin be turned into a quantum field expression?



More questions(for physicists)

Total entropy can be defined in relativity only at termodinamical 
equilibrium. Out of equilibrium, total entropy is a frame-

dependent concept.  
What is the relation between density matrix r and a possible 

definition of entropy current based on local field operators?



Thank you!


